



Canadian Rhythmic Gymnastics Coaching Method, 
as Part of JOC’s Sport Coach Overseas Training Program
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Nowadays, in Japan, there is frequent media coverage of gymnastics coaches harassing 
their athletes. They are known to torture gymnasts with corporal punishment and intensive 
practices. They also exert psychological pressure on them through derogatory comments 
on their performances and appearances. However, in Canada and the US, such behaviors 
toward gymnasts by coaches is completely unacceptable; they are more keen on gradually 
improving the skills of their athletes.  
Gymnasts at the JUSCO Rhythmic Gymnastics Club, in Canada, practice very 
differently from their counterparts in Japan. 
JUSCO has produced national-level gymnasts without long hours of practice. Their 
gymnasts have achieved accolades nationwide at various Canadian club team competitions. 
Canadian gymnasts incorporate an acceptable level of body difficulty in there routines, and 
their skills in apparatus-manipulation is on par with Bulgarian athletes. 
By the end of my placement, I had learnt many Canadian coaching methods. I also 
understood the vital need to prioritize the gymnast over everything else. 
Therefore, rhythmic gymnastics should evolve as systemic coaching takes into account 
the physical and psychological impact on the gymnasts. This would perhaps, contribute to 
better success in the future.
Additionally, we can train gymnasts to work on their personal strengths in order to 
achieve success. This will lead to the proficiency of coaches as well as the evolution of 
Japanese coaching methods. I think that the synergy between coaches and gymnasts would 
contribute to better performances in competitions.
Based on my experience in Canada, I believe, we should continue to search for and 
implement efficient coaching methods suitable for Japanese gymnasts.
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銀メダル獲得
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写真資料12.  Lima 2019 試合会場
表3.  試合スケジュール
 1月18日～20日 RG Slonny Cup 
　   25日～27日 Olympium Invitational 
 2月  3日 RG Mississaouga
      10日 RG Valentine
      13日～17日 RG Elite Canada　
      22日～24日 RG Trillium Invitational　
 3月  2日 RG Burlington　
      23日～24日 RG Elite Ontario　
 23日～24日 RG Spring Blossom　
 4月  5日～  7日 RG PQ1　
      12日～14日 RG Eastern Reginal Champoinships
      25日～28日 RG Koop cup　
 5月  3日～  5日 RG PQ2　
      10日～12日 RG Jusco Invitational　
      15日～19日 RG Canadian Championships　
      25日～26日 RG York Stars Invitational　
 6月  1日 RG Kanata　
       2日 RG Viva Invitational　
       7日～  9日 RG Ontario Championships
